by Conny Valentina

Our Australian artist friend, Conny Valentina, made us fall in love with her
work on our 360⁰ Series Bride of Frankenstein. Her demonstration of
traditional 2D painting techniques and the use of water colors gave us all
some new ideas and strategies and techniques for finishing a life-sized resin
bust.
After seeing her finished Bride bust, it was a no-brainer to have her do a
follow-up using our 1:1 scale Karloff Frankenstein monster wall-hanger.
Our Franky bust was sculpted Mike Hill and based on Boris Karloff’s
portrayal of the Monster in the second film of the classic series. The Bride of
Frankenstein (1935). Conny based her painting of our “Groom” bust on a
water colour painting she did of Karloff as the Monster. And, just as she did
with our Bride, this one was done without any airbrushing.
Thanks, Conny, for making us look sooooo good…again!
Illustration by Jody Shannon of San Diego, California

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
It should not be surprising that, after painting Black Heart’s
1:1 scale bust of Elsa Lancaster as the monster’s “Bride”, I
HAD to paint Black Heart’s life-sized wall-hanging bust of
Karloff as “The Monster,” too. My retirement from
painting model kits is a thing of the past thanks to Black
Heart’s amazing busts. And, man, is Black Heart putting
out some crackers??!! I had so much fun with the Bride
bust that I could not wait to get started on “The Monster”.
With Franky I went in a very different direction than I did
with the Bride. From primer to painting technique, this was
a completely different approach.
Conny and her Black Heart Bride bust

I started with grey primer since most of the colours were going to be dark in tone, and I wanted to paint this bust to
replicate the water colour painting I did of Karloff as the monster last year. I kept that image up on my computer
reference while I made all of my colour decisions.

The first step was to outline the light source. This I
filled in with white acrylic (all my work is done with a
paintbrush and artist acrylics) so that once the yellow
went over the top, it would be nice and bright.
I painted the rest of the bust in a dirty blue and, when
all of this was dry, I went to work with all the layers.
And, there were a lot of them.
Conny’s water colour painting of Frankenstein’s Monster

Every light source
needs an edge.
Light reflects and
reacts differently on
the face, than it does,
for example, on
clothing.
So, I started with the
yellow light. I put
down a much
brighter yellow than
I wanted to end up
with. This is my
starting point.

I used burnt umber to outline the yellow. I did this by having very little wet burnt umber on the brush; it should be rather
thick in consistency. Using a dabbing technique, I bled it into both the blue and the yellow areas until I had the desired
finish. This takes a bit of practice, but once you get used to it, it allows you to have a beautiful “painterly” finish on a kit
that doesn’t need to be smooth and airbrushed.

With my Franky bust, I like the idea of lots of texture to give him more artistic character, to make him feel more real in
many ways. Skin is never perfect, and even less so on a monster like Franky. So, while the yellow and burnt umber was
drying, I started putting slightly paler and richer blue into the skin, dabbing it again to give it texture, and making it look
like imperfect skin.

Since the entire bust started out as one colour, I separated the coat, skin, and shirt with completely different colours in the
lights and shadows to show they were indeed different tones. I used a bright aqua-blue for the highlights on the shirt and
spread them out with the same dabbing technique. In the shadows, I added purples and then black right inside the edges.
The coat in my painting had a myriad of colours and I wanted to get the same
colours onto the coat of my bust. If you were to see the bust in person, you’d
see I added greens, purples, slightly paler dirty blues and lots of pale dirty
green around the yellow light source.
Something that was a real stand out for me with this kit was the way the jacket
was sculpted, particularly the many imperfections or blemishes sculpted into
his left lapel. That was an absolute treat to work on, and really was a template
as to exactly where each tone should go. I think the greatest crime one could
commit in finishing this bust is to apply one flat colour. Don’t do it! Resist!
It’s made to play with, to really have fun with this one.

I did Franky’s hair with a dirty purple, I didn’t use black since my painting didn’t have black hair and I painted it with
very watered down acrylic so it really just nestled into the crevices and created its own antiquing effect without needing to
rub it out at all as I did in the previous Bride bust. so the blue under-coat shows through beautifully and gives the hair lots
of texture. Then I used the same dirty purple to highlight the artificial light source on the neck and along the jaw line and
around the brow.

I really did go over this many, many times, each time adding a little more subtle colour (like yellow dabs around the
cheekbones, and lavender colour around the hairline, and again in the skin particularly around the cheeks.

Once that was all done, I now went back to the yellow
light source, and started to dab in a paler yellow to dull
down the super bright original yellow and then some pale
blue around the edge of the brow. Some might say the
original yellow was an unnecessary step, but, in fact, is it
very important for the final result. Each colour adds a
depth, so that the colour underneath will add more
vibrancy to the one above. If I were to have painted this
kit with any of the final colours I ended up with, it would
be a dull and lifeless thing. So the many layers are
integral.
The teeth were a case of laying down white, then a pale
yellow and then finally raw umber watered down so I
could do an antiquing effect to age the teeth. And the
eyes were again many layers; the whites of the eyes had
blues, greens and yellows all layered and then some pinks
on the edges of the whites of the eyes and the then when
they were both done and filled in, I just gave one dab of
white on the iris to indicate light source and it was done.
I must admit, I enjoyed painting Franky even more than
the Bride, probably because I allowed myself to really
paint this like a painting rather than a kit. The end result
was very satisfying!

Someone on Facebook strongly suggested that I should be airbrushing this beast. I have never seen a kit more perfect for a
painter in my life. The texture is so gorgeous and I pity anyone who uses an airbrush on this rather than conquering fear
and having fun with a paint brush.

Thank you, Black Heart, and thank you, Mike Hill, for giving us the opportunity to paint something so exquisite. We horror freaks
thank you both!

Conny
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